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Modern distributed systems (“cloud systems”) have

emerged as a dominant backbone for many of today’s

applications. As these systems collectively become the

“cloud operating system”, users expect high depend-

ability including performance stability and availability.

Small jitters in system performance or minutes of service

downtimes can have a huge impact on company and user

satisfaction.

We try to improve cloud system availability by detect-

ing and eliminating cascading outage bugs (CO bugs).

CO bug is a bug that can cause simultaneous or cascades

of failures to each of the individual nodes in the system,

which eventually leads to a major outage. While hard-

ware arguably is no longer a single point of failure, our

large-scale studies of cloud bugs and outages reveal that

CO bugs have emerged as a new class of outage-causing

bugs and single point of failure in the software. We ad-

dress the CO bug problem with the Cascading Outage

Bugs Elimination (COBE) project. In this project, we:

(1) study the anatomy of CO bugs, (2) develop CO-bug

detection tools to unearth CO bugs.

1 Introduction

Modern distributed systems (“cloud systems”) have

emerged as a dominant backbone for many of today’s

applications. They come in different forms such as scale-

out systems [30, 58], key-value stores [26, 28], comput-

ing frameworks [27, 55], synchronization [24, 39] and

cluster management services [35, 68]. As these systems

collectively become the “cloud operating system”, users

expect high dependability including reliability and avail-

ability. They have to provision fast and stable response

time, which means they need stable performance; and

must be accessible anytime and anywhere, an ideal 24/7

service uptime if possible.

Unfortunately, cloud outages keep happening every

year [66, 65, 66], and can easily cripple down a large

number of other services [2, 15, 16]. Not only do outages

hurt customers, they also cause financial and reputation

damages. Minutes of service downtimes can create hun-

dreds of thousands of dollar, if not multi-million, of loss

in revenue [6, 7, 11]. Company’s stock can plummet af-

ter an outage [14]. Sometimes, refunds must be given to

customers as a form of apology [16]. As rivals always

seek to capitalize an outage [1], millions of users can

switch to another competitor, a company’s worst night-

mare [10].

To improve availability of cloud-scale distributed sys-

tems, we focus on preventing downtimes of datacenter

and mobile systems caused by cascading outage bugs.

“No single point of failure” is the mantra for high avail-

ability. Hardware arguably is no longer a single point

of failure as the philosophy of redundancies has perme-

ated systems design. On the other hand, software redun-

dancy such as N-version programming is deemed expen-

sive and only adopted in mission-critical software such

as in avionics. Thus, in many important systems today,

software bugs are single points of failure. Some soft-

ware bugs are “benign”; they might fail some subcom-

ponents but the whole system can tolerate the partial fail-

ure. Some other bugs however can lead to outages such

as configuration bugs and state-corrupting concurrency

bugs, which have been analyzed extensively in literature.

However, our large-scale studies of cloud bugs and out-

ages [33, 34] reveal a new class of outage-causing bugs.

In particular, there are bugs that can cause simultaneous

or cascades of failures to each of the individual nodes

in the system, which eventually leads to a major outage.

We name them cascading outage (CO) bugs.

2 Cascading Outage Bugs

“No single point of failure” is the mantra for high avail-

ability. Hardware arguably is no longer a single point

of failure as the philosophy of redundancies has perme-

ated systems design. On the other hand, software redun-

dancy such as N-version programming is deemed expen-

sive and only adopted in mission-critical software such

as in avionics. Thus, in many important systems today,

software bugs are single points of failure.

Some software bugs are “benign”; they might fail

some subcomponents but the whole system might toler-

ate the partial failure. Some other bugs, however, can

lead to outages, bugs such as state-corrupting configu-

ration and concurrency bugs, which have been analyzed

extensively in the literature. However, our large-scale

studies of cloud bugs and outages [33, 34] reveal a new

class of outage-causing bugs. Specifically, there are bugs

that can cause simultaneous or cascades of failures to



each of the individual nodes in the system, which even-

tually leads to a major outage. We name them cascading

outage (CO) bugs.

To tackle this new class of bugs, we did Cascading

Outage Bug Elimination (COBE) project. In this COBE

project, we study the anatomy of CO bugs and develop

tools to detect CO-bug patterns.

2.1 Sample Bugs

We started the COBE project by collecting samples

of CO bugs from publicly accessible issue repositories

of open-source distributed systems. We initially fo-

cused our search in HDFS[8] and HBASE[4] system.

Later on, we also added some CO bugs from Yarn[68],

Cassandra[3], Kudu[5], and some non-public issues re-

ported by our company partner. One challenge in this bug

study is how to categorize the CO bugs that we found.

Categorizing CO bugs based on their root cause or symp-

tom is very hard due to their diverse and complex nature.

Therefore, we categorize them simply based on the sim-

ilarity of their outage patterns. Figure 1 shows the list

of CO bugs that we found in our study, grouped by their

CO pattern. In the following subsections, we will explain

each of CO pattern and some issues that fall into that CO

patterns category.

2.1.1 Race in Master

The most frequent CO bugs pattern that we found is a

race condition that is happening in the master node. We

refer to this pattern as race in master. This pattern is es-

pecially prevalent in systems with Master-Worker archi-

tecture. Although it shares similarities with traditional

local concurrency bugs, race in master pattern differs in

the subject of the race condition, that is the message de-

livery timing[43]. Incoming messages to a master node

can incur an order violation or atomicity violation.

hb4539 is an example of race in master pattern that

caused by order violation of message. HBASE is us-

ing ZooKeeper as a synchronization service between

HBASE Master (HMaster) and RegionServers, worker

nodes in HBASE. When an HBASE region R1 is tran-

sitioning from OPENING to OPENED state, HMaster

will spawn an OpenedRegionHandler thread to delete the

ZooKeeper node (ZkNode) representing R1. But before

this thread is executed, the RegionServer RS1 hosting R1

is down, triggering HMaster to reassign R1 to different

RegionServer RS2. When this reassignment is finished,

a second OpenedRegionHandler thread will then spawn

and compete with the first OpenedRegionHandler thread

to delete the ZkNode of R1. The losing thread will catch

an exception for trying to delete an already deleted ZkN-

ode, and in turn crash HMaster. This bug will not happen

if the first handler thread is done executing before reas-

signment begin.

Another example of race in master pattern is hb4729,

caused by atomicity violation of events. In the event of a

region splitting, HMaster will first unassign the region

by creating an ephemeral ZkNode for that region. In

the middle of this splitting process, there is an incom-

ing admin command to alter the region, that is also trig-

gering region unassignment for that alter purpose. The

second unassignment then try to re-create an already ex-

isting ZkNode and caught a NodeExistsException, which

in turn trigger HMaster crash.

Master node crash often leads to a cluster-wide outage.

This is why many Master-Worker architecture systems

are equipped with high availability features to prevent

master node becoming a single point of failures, such

as having a backup master node to failover or do a new

master election among active worker nodes. But since

they share the same master node code, they are prone to

hit the same bug again. Worse case, the failover might

not happen at all because the original master is hang-

ing instead of failing gracefully (hb12958, hb14536), the

backup master also failed because of inconsistent state

(hd6289,hb8519), or the race silently cause corruption

that leads to outage in future (hd5425, hd5428, hd6908).

2.1.2 Hanging recovery

In this CO pattern, the system is aware of ongoing failure

and attempt to do the recovery. However, the recovery

procedure is buggy and causes the cluster to hang, un-

able to service requests. These recovery bugs may hap-

pen due to the flaw in the recovery logic itself, or due

to another interleaving events that happen concurrently

with the recovery process.

In hb21344, an HBASE cluster is hanging after Re-

gionServer hosting the META region crashed. HMas-

ter tries to recover by reassigning the META region to

other RegionServer. The recovery steps involve marking

ZkNode of the META region as OPENING and sending

openRegion RPC to newly assigned RegionServer. Un-

fortunately, the openRegion RPC is also failing. After

10 times retry, the recovery procedure is rolled back, but

the ZkNode state is not reverted to OFFLINE. HBASE

cluster was hanging with an assumption that the META

region is still in the OPENING state, even when HMaster

is restarted.

Similarly, hb9721 also involves a META region recov-

ery procedure. In the middle of recovery, the target Re-

gionServer for META reassignment is restarting, caus-

ing it to change its name (RegionServer name compo-

nents contains its start time). Because of this mismatch,

the RegionServer is unable to update the ZkNode state

of META region from OPENING to OPENED, and the
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http://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HDFS-5428
http://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HDFS-6908
http://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HBASE-21344
http://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HBASE-9721


Pattern Count Bug ID

Race in Master 23 hb19218, hb16367, hb14536, hb12958, hb9773, hb8519, hb4729, hb4539,

hd7725, hd7707, hd7225, hd6908, hd6289, hd5474, hd5428, hd5425,

hd5283, tb260, tb258, tb246, tb106, tb89, tb58

Hanging recovery 11 ca13918, hb21344, hb16138, hb14621, hb13802, hb9721, hb5918, hb3664,

hd4816, tb254, tb29

Repeated buggy recovery 7 hb14598, hb11776, hb9737, hb7515, hd9178, tb259, tb247

External library exception 7 hb17522, hb15322, hb14247, hd10609, tb301, tb291, tb275

Silent heartbeat 4 hd9293, hd9107, hd8676, hd6179

Transient network error 3 hb10272, hd8995, tb181

Race in Worker 3 hb20403, tb298, tb52

Authentication bug 3 kd2264, tb245, tb131

Abnormal message 3 hb10312, hd5483, tb287

Topology specific bug 2 hb7709, hd10320

Cascading Worker lockup 2 hb11813, hd7489

Total 68

Table 1: CO bugs patterns. CO bugs patterns found from bug study.

cluster is hanging while waiting for META.

2.1.3 Repeated buggy recovery

The recovery procedure in a distributed system typically

works by moving the workloads of the failing node to an-

other active node. However, if the workload is the trig-

ger for the node to fail in the first place, the failover node

will most likely hit the same failure as well. It may be

because of the workload itself that is corrupted, or the

same buggy code that is being run. As the same failover

logic repeats, all of the nodes then become unavailable.

We refer to this kind of CO pattern as repeated buggy

recovery.

An example of this CO pattern is hb9737. A cor-

rupt HFile makes its way into a region and the region

becomes offline. HMaster notices when the region be-

comes offline and tries to assign it to different Region-

Server. Upon reading the corrupt HFile, an exception

is thrown and that RegionServer drops the region again.

When this exception occurs, there is a bug that causes the

RegionServer not to close the filesystem stream used to

read the corrupt HFile. As the failover logic repeats, the

region keeps bouncing between multiple RegionServers,

accumulates orphaned filesystem stream, and one-by-

one crashing with OutOfMemoryError.

In hb14598, a table scan operation against region con-

taining particularly wide rows will cause RegionServer

to crash with OutOfMemoryError. This lead to cascad-

ing region server death, as the RegionServer hosting the

region died, opened on a new server, the client retried the

scan, and the new RegionServer died as well.

2.1.4 External library exception

Distributed systems often build in layers of subsystems.

For example, HBASE was built on top of HDFS as the

storage layer, and incorporate ZooKeeper for internode

synchronization. One system needs to interact with other

systems in the different layers through the client API li-

brary. Consequently, an error or failure that is happening

in the subsystem may propagate to the main system and

lead to an outage. We refer to this CO pattern as external

library exception pattern.

One of CO bug that falls into this pattern is hb14247.

Each of HBASE RegionServers is writing their Write

Ahead Log (WAL) file into HDFS. After some time,

HBASE archived them into a single HDFS directory.

In big clusters, because of long time-to-live of WAL or

disabled replications, the number of files under WALs

archive directory reaches the max-directory-items limit

of HDFS (1048576 items), HDFS client library throws

an exception and crash the HBASE cluster. A simple

solution for this bug is to separate the old WALs into

different directories according to the server name of the

WAL.

In tb301, a Hadoop cluster with Azure Data Lake Stor-

age (ADLS) backend is experiencing service outages due

to an outdated ADLS SDK library being used. The prob-

lem only solved after upgrading to a newer version con-

taining updated ADLS SDK library.

2.1.5 Silent heartbeat

In many distributed systems, nodes availability is deter-

mined by periodic signaling between nodes, referred to

as heartbeat. If a heartbeat signal from an endpoint is not

heard after a certain period, that endpoint is deemed un-

available by the system. Silent heartbeat is a CO pattern
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where an outage happens because of a missing or delayed

heartbeat signal in either sender or receiver, causing the

system to falsely interpret the sender node as unavailable.

An example of silent heartbeat caused by the sender

node is hd8676. A rolling upgrade of HDFS DataNodes

involves cleaning up data blocks in trash directories. This

cleanup is done synchronously by the same thread that is

doing heartbeat signaling. In a big busy cluster where the

deletion rate is also high, a lot of data blocks can pile up

in the DataNode trash directories. Hence, this cleaning

process blocks the heartbeat and causes heartbeat expi-

ration. HDFS NameNode losing hundreds of DataNodes

after delayed upgrade finalization. The fix for this bug is

to make the deletion of trash directories as asynchronous.

In hd9293, silent heartbeat happens due to delay on

the receiver side. In HDFS cluster, DataNodes send

heartbeat signals to both Active NameNode and Standby

NameNode in a serial manner. An edit log processing

by Standby NameNode holds its FSNamesystem lock for

too long, causing a delay in processing incoming heart-

beat. Active NameNode starts removing stale DataN-

odes which can not send a heartbeat to Active NameN-

ode because they are stuck waiting for a response from

Standby NameNode. A similar CO bug is also happening

in hd6179 where Standby NameNode is slow to respond

due to long garbage collection.

2.1.6 Transient network error

Distributed systems that highly available often come

with a protocol to recover from network partition. When

the network partition is resolved, nodes that previously

unreachable are expected to automatically sync up with

the rest of the cluster. However, we found some cases

where the system fails to recover from a network par-

titions, especially if the network partition is happening

intermittently. We refer to this kind of CO pattern as

transient network error pattern.

Figure 1 illustrates a transient network error pattern

in hd8995. When DataNode gets partitioned from Na-

meNode for more than the heartbeat expiration time,

DataNode is expected to re-register again with NameN-

ode. Datanodes keep retrying the last RPC call and when

it finally gets through, the NameNode will tell it to re-

register. The DataNode is supposed to create a registra-

tion object which contains address 0.0.0.0, pass it to the

NameNode which updates the address and returns it, then

the DataNode saves the updated registration object for

future calls. The problem is the DataNode saves off the

initial registration object containing 0.0.0.0 before it re-

ceives the NameNode response. Intermittent network er-

ror happens right in this registration process and triggers

an exception and left DataNode with invalid registration

object containing 0.0.0.0. When the network connectiv-

ity restored, the next call to NameNode using this invalid

registration object will raise UnregisteredException that

in turn will signal DataNode to terminate.

Another example of transient network error pattern is

hb10272. HBase client caches a connection failure to

a server and any subsequent attempt to connect to the

server throws a FailedServerException. If a node which

hosted both of the active HMaster and ROOT/META ta-

ble goes offline, the newly anointed HMaster’s initial at-

tempt to connect to the dead RegionServer will fail with

NoRouteToHostException which it handles. But on the

second attempt, it crashes with FailedServerException.

Each of the backup masters will crash with the same er-

ror and restarting them will have the same effect. Once

this happens, the cluster will remain non-operational un-

til the node with region server is brought online, or the

ZkNode containing the root region server and/or META

entry from the ROOT table is deleted.

2.1.7 Race in Worker

In contrast with race in master, the race in worker pat-

tern is an outage that is caused by race condition happen-

ing in the worker nodes. While we believe that message

delivery timings can also contribute to race in worker, all

bugs that we found so far usually stem from the use of a

non-thread-safe library.

HBASE had this CO pattern in hb20403. HBASE Re-

gionServer sometimes prefetches HFile to improve per-

formance. The prefetching is done by multiple concur-

rent prefetch threads over a single input stream. Most

of the time, the underlying input stream (such as DFS-

InputStream) is thread-safe, or has a reliable fall back

mechanism in case race condition is happening. How-

ever, if the file is encrypted, CryptoInputStream will be

used instead, and it is not meant to be thread-safe.

In tb52, HBase inside an HDFS Encryption Zone

causes Cluster Failure under Load. HBase cannot run

safely within HDFS encryption zones because of differ-

ent concurrency assumptions in the HBase write-ahead

log and HDFS encrypting output streams.

2.1.8 Authentication bug

An authentication bug pattern is a CO pattern where

cluster nodes fail to communicate with each other due

to authentication issues between them. In high-security

setup, an additional authentication layer usually added

into the distributed system. Nodes need to authenticate

with each other before start communicating by exchang-

ing identity ticket/certificate, often with the help of a

trusted third-party service such as Kerberos [9]. These

authentication certificates need to be updated periodi-

cally to ensure security. Failure to keep node certificates

http://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HDFS-8676
http://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HDFS-9293
http://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HDFS-6179
http://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HDFS-8995
http://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HBASE-10272
http://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HBASE-20403


BPServiceActor.processCommand()

BPServiceActor.reRegister()

bpRegistration = 0.0.0.0

BPServiceActor.reRegister()

BPServiceActor.processCommand()

LOG.warn("Error processing command”);

BPServiceActor. reportReceivedDeletedBlocks()

NameNodeRpcServer.blockReceivedAndDeleted()

DatanodeManager.getDatanode()

UnregisteredNodeException(0.0.0.0)

DatanodeManager.getDatanode()

NameNodeRpcServer.blockReceivedAndDeleted()

BPServiceActor.reportReceivedDeletedBlocks()

catch(UnregisteredNodeException)

shouldServiceRun = false

DataNode.terminate()

Transient Network Error

Figure 1: Transient network error in hd8995.

up to date will lead to an authentication error, causing the

cluster nodes unable to communicate with each other.

One example of service outage due to an authenti-

cation bug is kd2264. A bug in Apache KUDU client

causes them to never re-read an updated ticket, even if

their underlying ticket cache on disk has been updated

with a new credential. Other services that query data

from KUDU become unable to query after 30 days since

the last ticket read.

In tb245, Apache Impala with TLS enabled may fail

to start after upgrade. The patch for a security issue in-

cluded in the new version caused a mismatch in the do-

main name of the certificate, which expects a fully quali-

fied domain name (FQDN), versus the hostname used to

connect.

2.1.9 Abnormal message

Cascading outage can also happen to distributed systems

due to the handling of a message that is corrupt or out

of ordinary. We refer to this CO pattern as abnormal

message pattern.

An example of abnormal message pattern is hd5483.

NameNode expects a DataNode to only hold a single

copy of any particular data block. However, there was

a case where a single DataNode reporting two replicas

of the same data block on two different storages. The

DataNode has both storages mounted, one storage is

mounted as read-write and the other storage is mounted

as read-only. Because one DataNode reporting more than

one replica of the same block, NameNode failed an as-

sertion and crashed.

In tb287, Apache Sentry may crash Hive Metastore

(HMS) due to abnormal notification messages. Sentry

expect notifications from HMS to: have no gaps; be

monotonically increasing; not have duplicates. If these

assumptions are broken Sentry would be very conserva-

tive and request several full snapshots around 5 times per

day. Full Snapshots are resource intensive and can take

10 or more minutes. Sentry also blocks HMS threads

when it performs sync operation. If a full snapshot is be-

ing triggered, many of these sync operations timeout and

leads to HMS crashing.

2.1.10 Topology specific bug

Topology specific bug pattern is a CO pattern where

an outage only happens in a specific network topology.

hb7709 and hd10320 both fall into this CO pattern.

In hb7709, two HBASE clusters A and B are set with

Master-Master replication. In this mode, replication is

sent across in both the directions, for different or same

tables, i.e., both of the clusters are acting both as master

and slave. A third cluster C is misconfigured to repli-

cate to cluster A. This cause all edits originating from

C will be bouncing between A and B forever. In the

long run, this infinite ping-pong saturates cluster-wide

network traffic.

In hd10320, a CO bug can surface if there are rack

failures that end up leaving only one rack available.

HDFS default block placement policy seeks to put a

block replica on a different rack. But if there is only

one rack available, the replication thread can get an In-

validTopologyException, which then propagated up and

terminate the NameNode.

2.1.11 Cascading Worker lockup

Cascading worker lockup pattern is a CO pattern where

an error or blocking event happening in a single worker

node is cascading to another worker nodes, making the

cluster to hang indefinitely. Unlike race in master or

hanging recovery pattern that usually involve the master

node, cascading worker lockup happens entirely between

worker nodes.
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In hd7489, many DataNodes hang their heartbeats and

requests from clients. An exception from one DataN-

ode propagates to other DataNodes, which in turn trigger

those DataNodes to run disk error checking. The disk er-

ror checking holds big locks that block them from heart

beating or serving client requests. Other DataNodes at-

tempting to a hung DataNode can hang as well, causing

a cascading failure.

In hb11813, an unchecked recursion-terminating con-

dition cause a RegionServer to lose all of its RPC han-

dler threads due to stack overflow. This RegionServer

becomes unable to respond to any request. Other Re-

gionServers that try to communicate with this hanging

RegionServer will also hang indefinitely, which in turn

renders the service unavailable and unable to serve any

requests. Stopping the first hanging RegionServer un-

blocks the cluster and all comes back to normal.

3 COBE: Cascading Outage Bug

Elimination

In Section 2, we presented our case about cascading out-

age (CO) bugs. Our large-scale studies of cloud bugs and

outages [33, 34] reveal some cases of bugs that can cause

simultaneous or cascades of failures to each of the indi-

vidual nodes in the system. And through our CO bugs

studies presented in Section 2.1, we have a better under-

standing of the various patterns of CO bug. The cases

from CO bugs study confirm that there are single points

of failure in hidden dependencies; there is a single root

failure (e.g., file corruption, unavailable service, network

error) that eventually affects the entire system.

In this chapter, we will discuss COBE, our program

analysis framework to help detect the existence of CO

patterns in distributed systems. We will discuss the de-

sign principle of the program analysis framework that we

build in 4 and introduce COBE in Section 5. We dis-

cuss COBE implementation in Section 6 and evaluate it

in Section 7. Lastly, we discuss related work and conclu-

sion in Section 9 and 10 respectively.

4 Design Motivation

From the sample of CO bugs that we present in Section

2.1, we get a glimpse of the characteristics of CO bugs.

For a CO bug to surface, it requires complex interleav-

ings and combinations of failures to happen. It may crash

the system immediately, or go silent for hours or days

from the initial triggering until the outage occurs. These

preconditions are complex enough such that CO bugs go

uncaught during the development phase, even under rig-

orous unit testings. Model-checking and other dynamic

analysis may help to reveal these CO bugs, but they are

often based on actual program runs, hence often by how

program execution behaves in ordinary settings.

We believe that some CO bugs share similar patterns

in the code, whether it is a race condition, resource leak,

or network error pattern. We can capture a potential CO

bug by doing careful program analysis to detect if certain

CO bug patterns exist in the system.

However, expressing a pattern of CO bugs is not quite

straight forward, let alone expressing it for distributed

systems. First, a specific CO pattern may involve mul-

tiple analyses to be combined. For example, capturing

transient network error pattern will require network er-

ror analysis plus registration protocol analysis, race in

master pattern will require race analysis plus analysis of

message communication between different nodes, and so

on. The second problem is the sheer number of CO pat-

terns to cover. Writing individual program analyses to

detect each different CO pattern would be impractical.

We need a program analysis framework that can do

compositional analysis where we can express high-level

rules of CO pattern by combining results from multiple

small program analysis. Compositional analyses also en-

able us to reuse the results of program analyses shared by

different CO pattern analysis. These design principles

underline how we build our program analysis famework,

COBE, which we will explain in the next section.

5 COBE Design

We present COBE, program analysis framework to de-

tect CO bugs pattern in distributed systems. COBE is

a program analysis stack that combines several program

analyses to reveal certain patterns of CO bugs. The goal

of COBE analysis stack is to extract system properties

such as crash paths, recovery paths, and so on, from the

code and correlate between them to reveal CO pattern.

CO bugs have diverse patterns, and each of them has

different characteristics. Instead of writing individual

program analysis to capture each of the different CO pat-

terns, we design COBE to detect different CO patterns in

compositional manners.

Figure 2 shows the idea of compositional program

analysis in COBE. At the very bottom layer, is a database

of program facts. Gathering program facts can be done

by extracting it from the target system binaries using

static analysis or through instrumentation and dynamic

execution. COBE currently focused on using static anal-

ysis to gather its program facts database. These program

facts range from a list of classes, methods, class hierar-

chies, method invocations, and so on. At the top layer

is a set of CO pattern queries. CO pattern query is a

high-level query to describe a CO pattern. The top and

the bottom layer is glued together by the middle layer,

which is a layer of program analysis libraries.

http://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HDFS-7489
http://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HBASE-11813
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Figure 2: Cobe Analysis Stack. The figure above show the high level idea of COBE analysis framework.

These three layers have a resemblance with RDBMS,

where the CO pattern query layer is similar to SQL query,

the middle library layer is like subqueries, and the bottom

program facts layer is like the database. When we exe-

cute a CO pattern query, it will lookup for a set of pro-

gram analyses required to capture that pattern from the

program analysis library. Each activated program analy-

sis will then read several program facts from the bottom

layer and correlate them to produce results. Similarly,

the results from program analysis libraries then returned

to the high-level CO pattern query for it to correlate and

produce a list of bug reports.

Different CO pattern queries may depend on the same

program analysis libraries. Similarly, a program analysis

library might depend on or share common analyses with

other program analysis libraries. When such common

dependencies occur, the analysis result from the shared

library is not recomputed but retained for all of its de-

pendents.

For example, to capture CO bug with transient net-

work error pattern, a CO pattern query can be expressed

in English as “show a path where an error in network

communication to master can lead to all worker nodes

to crash”. To execute this query, the program facts layer

must include a list of methods, call-paths, methods that

represent inter-node communication, exception instruc-

tions, and so on. Given these program facts, COBE then

runs a set of analyses from the program analysis library

layer to reason about the program facts, such as excep-

tion propagation analysis to find if certain network error

exception can lead to termination instruction (ie., Sys-

tem.exit()) and taint analysis to find how some value def-

initions propagate between methods. Finally, COBE will

correlate the results from each program analysis to an-

swer the CO query.

6 Implementation

Figure 3 shows the architecture of COBE framework im-

plementation. COBE analyzes the target system in two

phases: parsing phase and query phase. COBE parser is

implemented in 11K LOC of Java, while COBE analysis

queries are implemented in 2K LOC of Datalog (which

consist of 100 LOC of high-level rules and 1988 LOC of

analysis library rules).

In the parsing phase, COBE will parse the code and

extract comprehensive facts about target systems pro-

gram structures and store them into facts database. These

facts ranging from the system’s class hierarchy, func-

tion call graph, control flow, basic blocks, instruction list,

mappings between variable definitions and uses, and so

on. This phase also includes built-in pointer analysis that

required to compute the function call graph.

The second step in COBE is the query phase. In this

phase, we query for a particular CO bug pattern by cor-

relating program facts gathered from the previous phase

using Datalog as our query language. All program analy-

ses in the library layer and high-level CO pattern queries

are expressed as a set of connected Datalog rules. Cur-

rently, we have implemented the analysis of race in mas-

ter and transient network error CO pattern using Datalog

language. We will review more about Datalog in Section

6.2.

6.1 Program Facts Extraction

In the parsing phase, COBE extracts structural infor-

mation of the target system such as class hierarchies,

function call graphs, and control-flow graphs. COBE

leverage WALA [13] to do this initial program pars-

ing. WALA is a mature industrial-level program anal-

ysis tool that already has versatile tools inside it such as

pointer analysis, call graph generation, and control/data

flow analysis that we can use out of the box. COBE then



Figure 3: COBE Architecture. Architecture of COBE framework.

Domains Type Description

Cm symbol Methods reference

Cb number Basic block number

Ceb number Exploded basic block node number

Ct symbol Type/class reference

Cf symbol Field reference

Cii number instruction index

Cv number Value number

Cs symbol Method selector

Cc symbol WALA CGNode context

Num number Generic number

Sym symbol Generic symbol

Table 2: Program facts domain. This table lists

the domain of individual attribute in program facts re-

lations extracted by COBE parser. A domain can have

type number (integer) or symbol (string). For clarity, we

define Num and Sym as domains for generic numbers

and symbols data.

reads the generated call graph and control/data flow in-

formation from WALA and parse it into a set of program

facts relation.

Specifically, each relation is stored as tab-separated

values (tsv). Each attribute (column) of the file belongs

to one of the domains listed in Figure 2. These files

later then feed into Datalog solver as the database for the

query phase. Table 3 lists some of the resulting relations

from this parsing phase. In total, COBE can extract 55

program facts relations from system binaries.

6.1.1 Selective Program Analysis

Full program analysis can be costly and produce too

many program facts that may be unrelated to CO bugs

patterns. Since we are targetting CO bugs that in-

volve the global system states, we are not doing a

whole program analysis in this phase. Instead, we

only focus on analyzing namespaces that contain most

of the global system states modification and coordina-

tion, namely the server-level codes. For example, in

HBASE system, this server-level code resides in names-

pace org.apache.hadoop.hbase.master for code related to

HMaster and org.apache.hadoop.hbase.

regionserver for RegionServer. While in the HDFS sys-

tem, we can focus on namespace org.apache.

hadoop.hdfs.server for both NameNode and DataNode

codes. We also add namespace that defines RPC proto-

cols into our analysis scope, so we can capture the inter-

node communication.

By default, WALA will include all main methods

found in the target system as default entry points to start

building the call graph. However, building a call graph

just from these default entry points is not enough, espe-

cially if the target system is a distributed system. In dis-

tributed systems, many parts of the codes are not neces-

sarily reachable directly through the main methods, such

as RPC server methods and periodic task threads. RPC

server methods are usually only called by RPC client or

the worker nodes and not called internally by the server

itself. Similarly, from main method entry points, WALA

will only see the instantiation and start invocation of

the thread, but not the runnable body of the thread it-

self. COBE provides two options to broaden WALA’s

visibility over the target system code. First, COBE pro-

vides a configuration file where users can specify addi-

tional entry points by either specifying important types

or method names that should be added as additional en-

try points. Such type can be an RPC protocol interface

or abstract type of event handler threads. After WALA’s

class hierarchy analysis and before call graph analysis,

COBE will search for names specified in the user config-

uration file and inject them as additional entry points if

they are found. The second option is by supplying har-

ness code to COBE. Harness code is an additional main

method code to help guide WALA to find the important

entry points that are not directly reachable through ex-

isting system main methods. This harness code should

contain explicit invocations to methods that should be

included as entry points. It needs to be compileable, but

does not need to be executable. Harness code can be

written seperately out of the target system code, there-

fore it is not intrusive. Figure 4 shows an example of a

harness code that we use to analyze hb16367, containing

http://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HBASE-16367


Program facts relation Description

bbDef(Cm,Cb, Cv,Num) Method Cm block Cb define value Cv

bbEbbTupleInt(Num,Cb, Ceb) In method Num, block Cb contains exploded block Ceb

bbExit(Cm,Cb) Cb is exit block of method Cm

bbUse(Cm,Cb,Cv,Num) Method Cm block Cb use value Cv

bbInstTuple(Cm,Cb,Cii) Method Cm block Cb has instruction with index Cii

callW ithContext Method Cm1 context Cc1 call method Cm2 context Cc2
(Cm1, Cc1, Cb1, Cm2, Cc2) through block Cb1

classDeclareMethod(Ct,Cm) Ct declare method Cm

dictCm(Num,Cm) Method Cm has id Num

dominateInt(Num,Cb1, Cb2) Block Cb1 dominate Cb2 in method id Num

ifaceSelector(Ct,Cs) Interface Ct define method with selector Cs

immediateSubclass(Ct1, Ct2) Ct2 is immediate subclass of Ct1
implement(Ct1, Ct2) Ct2 implement interface Ct1
instInvoke(Cm1, Cb1, Sym,Cm2) Method Cm1 block Cb1 has invocation to Cm2

instNew(Cm,Cb,Ct) Method Cm block Cb alocate object of type Ct

interface(Ct) Ct is an interface

killerExHandling Exception thrown in block Ceb1 is handled in Ceb2 and

(Cm,Ceb1, Ceb2, Ceb3, Num) trigger abort in Ceb3
methodSelector(Cm,Cs) Method Cm has selector Cs

mtdUnhandledInvoke Method Cm2 invoked in method Cm1 block Cb1 may

(Cm1, Cb1, Cm2) throw exception and not handled locally

rpcInterface(Ct) Ct is an RPC interface

rpcMethod(Cm) Cm is an RPC method

Table 3: Examples of extracted program facts. Each attribute has their own domain (see Table 2). Subscript

number signify attributes that correlated with each other. For example, (Cm1,Cb1) together represent a basic block

number Cb within method Cm.

an explicit allocation of HMaster object.

6.1.2 Context Sensitivity

Another aspect that plays a role in scalability and pre-

cision of COBE parser is context-sensitivity selection.

There are two popular kinds of context sensitivity that

usually employed in object-oriented languages: call-site-

sensitivity (k-cfa) [60] or object-sensitivity (k-obj) [54].

K-cfa uses the last k call site into the method call as con-

text elements, while k-obj uses the last k allocation site of

the receiver object as context elements. Both k-cfa and k-

obj offer high precision in analysis. However, our expe-

rience in using any of them for distributed system yields

in either exponential fact results, long parsing time, or

loss in function calls. The exponential result and long

parsing time are due to the combination of the target sys-

tem volume and selection of number k. High precision

context also causes WALA call graph builder to stop the

call path exploration if within a procedure it can not de-

termine the concrete type of a call site target or receiver

object, causing some losses in the resulting call graph.

To get better scalability and more complete call graph,

we choose a more relax type-sensitivity [63]. Type-

sensitivity is almost similar to object-sensitivity, but

where an object-sensitive analysis will keep an alloca-

tion site as a context element, a type-sensitive analysis

will keep the type instead. COBE achieves this type-

sensitivity by using WALA built-in ZeroCFA pointer

analysis policy and ReceiverTypeContextSelector, a con-

text selector that takes the receiver object type as the

context element. Type-sensitivity is especially helpful

in creating a complete function call graph. When WALA

finds out that there is more than one possible concrete

type of receiver object for a call site, it will not stop the

path exploration. Instead, it will explore all the possibil-

ities of receiver object types where that call site might

go. For COBE, it is more important to receive s function

call graph that reveals wider call paths but contain some

ambiguity, rather than losing those call paths at all.

6.1.3 Pre-computed analysis

While the majority of COBE analysis resides later in

the query phase, COBE also does some pre-computation

analyses in the parsing phase such as dominance analysis

and exception propagation. These pre-computation anal-

yses are usually a type of intraprocedural analysis that

can be done on-the-fly while reading program structure,

such as dominance analysis, exception propagation anal-

ysis, IPC call analysis, and so on.



p u b l i c c l a s s CobeHarness extends Thread {

@Override

p u b l i c vo id run ( ) {
t r y {

E x e c u t o r S e r v i c e e x e c u t o r = E x e c u t o r s . newFixedT hreadPoo l ( 5 ) ;

C o n f i g u r a t i o n conf = new C o n f i g u r a t i o n ( ) ;

C o o r d i n a t e d S t a t e M a n a g e r cp =

C o o r d i n a t e d S t a t e M a n a g e r F a c t o r y . g e t C o o r d i n a t e d S t a t e M a n a g e r ( conf ) ;

HMaster m a s t e r = new HMaster ( conf , cp ) ;

e x e c u t o r . e x e c u t e ( m a s t e r ) ;

} catch ( E x c e p t i o n ex ) {
}

}

p u b l i c s t a t i c vo id main ( S t r i n g [ ] a r g s ) throws E x c e p t i o n {
CobeHarness ch = new CobeHarness ( ) ;

ch . s t a r t ( ) ;

}
}

Figure 4: Example of Harness Code. The listing above show example of COBE harness used to analyze hb16367.

6.2 Datalog-based Analysis

Given the program facts we gain from the parsing phase,

we can proceed to correlate these facts and search the

existence of CO bug patterns in the system. Initially, we

implement this phase as a Java program, along with the

parsing code. However, the sheer complexity of rules to

describe a CO bug pattern makes it difficult to express

the analysis query algorithm in a Java program.

In recent years, there has been a resurgence of interest

in Datalog as a query language for a wide range of new

applications. This include data integration [29, 32, 44],

declarative networking [49, 48, 47], program analysis

[23], information extraction [31, 61], network monitor-

ing [17], security [40, 52], and cloud computing [18].

Furthermore, prior success in adopting Datalog for pro-

gram analysis motivates us to use Datalog query lan-

guage to express our COBE analysis.

Datalog is a declarative logic programming language

that syntactically is a subset of Prolog, where a predi-

cate is defined as a conjunction of other predicates. For

example, the Datalog rule

A(w, z) : −B(w, x), C(x, y), D(y, z).
says that “A(w, z) is true if B(w, x), C(x, y), D(y, z)
are all true”. Variables in the predicates can be replaced

with constants, which are surrounded by double quotes,

or don’t-cares, which are signified by underscores. Pred-

icates on the right side of the rules can be inverted.

Datalog is more powerful than SQL because Data-

log predicates can be naturally declared as a recursive

definition[67]. Take an example of this Datalog program

to query all class hierarchies.

extends(super,sub) :-

immediateSubclass(super,sub).

extends(super,subsub) :-

extends(super,sub),

immediateSubclass(sub,subsub).

Program analyses are highly recursive in nature, mak-

ing Datalog a natural fit for it.

Predicates in Datalog are divided into two classes: ex-

tensional database (EDB), the relation that is stored in

the database; and intentional database (IDB), that is all

relation defined by one or more rules. All program facts

extracted by COBE and domain knowledge relations de-

fined by users are EDBs, while program analysis libraries

and high-level CO pattern rules are IDBs. A collection

of datalog rules is also called a Datalog program.

In the current iteration of COBE, we have imple-

mented high-level rules to detect race in master and tran-

sient network error that can lead to node crash or hang.

Crash here means the node process exits due to unhan-

dled exception or explicit call to abort instruction (ie.,

System.exit()). While hang means node operation or sub-

component is failed and not recovered/retried, making

the system unavailable (not progressing). We implement

these high-level rules of CO patterns in Souffle[12], a

variant of Datalog language. Figure 5 illustrates acti-

vated Datalog rules and their dependencies across COBE

analyses stack for these two high-level CO pattern rules.

We will describe these high-level rules to more detailed

in Section 6.3 and 6.4 respectively.

http://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HBASE-16367


High Level Rules

raceInMaster.dlcrashByMasterNetError.dl

Library Rules

intraprocedural.dl

failure.dl

callGraph.dl

classHierarchy.dl

happenBefore.dl

hb-implicitTerminate.dl

internodePointerAnalysis.dl

Program Facts

edb.dl hb-userdefined.dl tne-userdefined.dl

Figure 5: Dependency graph among COBE’s Datalog rules. The figure above show activated rules and their

dependencies across COBE analyses stack. The dashed box represent a Datalog program file that contain specific

rules or program facts. The arrows coming out from the box means one or more rules in the Datalog program depends

on rule pointed by the arrow head.

6.3 Race in Master Analysis

For race in master CO pattern, the high-level idea is a

race condition that happens in the master node will cause

it to crash or hang. The race may be triggered by inter-

node communication or interaction between the master

node’s internal periodic threads. To capture this CO pat-

tern, our Datalog analyses will build a static happen-

before (HB) model of the system and find concurrent and

conflicting memory access in the HB model that can lead

to system crash. Two events are concurrent if there are

no happen-before causality relationships between them,

while conflicting means multiple access are touching the

same memory location with at least one write access

[45].

HB model has been thoroughly studied in the litera-

ture [37, 38, 45, 51, 57, 59]. To build our HB model,

we use HB rules from DCatch[45], specifically the syn-

chronous RPC (Rule-Mrpc), custom push-based synchro-

nization (Rule-Mpush), synchronous multi-threaded con-

currency (Rule-Tfork), and sequential program ordering

(Rule Preg). However, DCatch HB rules can not be di-

rectly applied in COBE static analysis settings. There

are two problems that we need to address.

The first problem is how to select HB nodes and edges

in static analysis settings. DCatch uses real program ex-

ecution trace as the basic building block to build their

HB graph. COBE, on the other hand, builds its static HB

model based on program facts retrieved from the parsing

phase. It will use the HB rules to guide which functions

should be added to the HB graph. The HB edges then

applied between them based on the logical relationship

defined by the HB rules, the call graph, and the class hi-

erarchy relationship. The result from this process is a



static HB graph that almost looks like a call graph, but

with most of the function call unrelated to the HB rules

left out. Each vertex in our HB graph is a program point

represented as a tuple (m, b, h), where m is a call-graph

node from WALA (which is pair of a method name and

its type-context), b is a basic block number, and h is the

type of HB node. The edges are the HB relationship

between two program point, saying that program point

(m1, b1, h1) happen before program point (m2, b2, h2).

Memory accesses are also represented as HB nodes.

However, this information needs to be specified by

COBE user. User must specify which field member need

to be checked for write and read access or, in case of

global data structure, which method is used to write and

read.

Given the HB rules, we first search for all related

methods than can be applied to the rules. For exam-

ple, given a Synchronous RPC (Rule-Mrpc) HB rule, we

will search all method implementation of an RPC inter-

face and all methods that contain call-site to that RPC

interface. The basic block containing that RPC call-site,

along with both entry and exit blocks of the RPC im-

plementation, then taken as HB node. We then use the

definition of the HB rule to properly add HB edges be-

tween them. For synchronization rules that do not share

an interface such as the case in Custom push-based syn-

chronization protocol (Rule-Mpush), COBE allows users

to manually specify the pair of correlated methods that

represent Update and Pushed.

However, this resulting static HB graph is not yet

enough to reflect concurrencies that happen in the tar-

get system. Because of our selection of type-sensitivity

in the parsing phase, different call paths into a function

are not distinguished and will be collapsed into the same

node. Different chains of events should be represented

in different HB subgraphs, and not collapsed into sin-

gle subgraph. To solve this second problem, COBE will

do another pass over the static HB graph to insert a sec-

ond call-site sensitive context into HB nodes that we re-

fer to as path-context. Path-context of an HB node is

implemented as a list of HB nodes from previous HB

rules that lead to it. When two HB nodes are logically

connected by an HB rule, the path-context of the prede-

cessor HB node is copied as path-context of the succes-

sor HB node. Additionally, if the HB rule is either of

Create(r, n1)
M

rpc

====⇒ Begin(r, n2), Create(t)
T

fork

====⇒

Begin(t), or Update(s, n1)
M

push

====⇒ Pushed(s, n2),
the id of successor HB node is prepended into path-

context of the successor HB node. If two HB nodes

with different path-contexts have happen-before relation-

ships to the same successor HB node, the successor HB

node will be duplicated for that two different path. The

addition of path-context also helps remove cycles (ie.,

recursive call) from the HB graph. When inserting the

path-context to the HB graph, we check if the destina-

tion node already has a path-context inserted. If it does,

and it shares the same path-context with the origin node,

then we will not connect them with an HB edge, as it will

cause a cycle. After this path-context insertion, the HB

nodes will be a tuple of ((m, b, h), px), with the addition

of px as the path-context.

From the final static HB graph, we search for all pairs

of memory access nodes (q,r) that do not have happen-

before relationships between them (concurrent) and at

least one of them is write access (conflicting). To fur-

ther prune benign pairs from the harmful pairs, COBE

will do another filtering to only report pairs where either

q or r may reach failure instructions, such as an invoca-

tion of abort or exit function (e.g., System.exit), through

exception throwing or implicit flow.

Note that these (q,r) pairs may be duplicated with each

other. Two different pairs (q1,r1) and (q2,r2) might be

differentiated by their different path-context, but q1 and

q2 might represent the same program point, as well as

both r1 and r2. To remove this duplication, COBE will

do further reduction by stripping the context out of (q,r)

pairs into a smaller set of unique program point pairs

(s,t). This list of (s,t) pairs is what COBE report as bugs

for race in master CO pattern. Figure 6 shows the high-

level rule to detect this pattern.

6.4 Transient Network Error Analysis

For transient network error CO patterns, we take two

high-level insights. First, an invalid value is obtained

during a network communication error. Second, the in-

valid value is propagated further to the next operation

that will, in turn, trigger a system crash or hang. Values

can be local variables or class field members. For this

pattern analysis, we will focus on class field members.

For the first insight, our first intuition is to do inter-

procedural, inter-node, taint analysis to ask what is the

possible value definition assigned to a class field mem-

ber in a certain basic block of a method when there is

no conditional path taken. Specifically, we do a travers-

ing over the control-flow graph of a method. If in the

control-flow graph a class field is assigned twice in suc-

cession, then querying a possible value of that field at any

basic block after the second assignment will return only

value definition from the second assignment. But if there

are two possible assignments in two different conditional

branches, querying a possible value at the end of the two

branch will return both value definition as possible val-

ues at the queried block.

If a value definition was obtained from a method invo-

cation, we continue our taint analysis to the originating

method. If a value definition is passed to the next method

invocation, we also continue our taint analysis to that



.decl memAccConflict(node1:PsHbNode,node2:PsHbNode)

memAccConflict(n1,n2) :-

psHbNode(n1),

psHbNode(n2),

n1 != n2,

n1 = [[[m1,c1],b1,t1],ctx1],

n2 = [[[m2,c2],b2,t2],ctx2],

hbNodeMemAccess([[m1,c1],b1,t1],_,accessType1),

hbNodeMemAccess([[m2,c2],b2,t2],_,accessType2),

(

accessType1 = "memwrite";

accessType2 = "memwrite"

),

(

terminateOnException(_,_,_,_,_,m1,b1);

terminateOnException(_,_,_,_,_,m2,b2)

),

!happenBeforeChain(n1,n2),

!happenBeforeChain(n2,n1).

.decl raceInMaster(t1:symbol,st1:symbol,b1:Cb,t2:symbol,st2:symbol,b2:Cb)

.output raceInMaster

raceInMaster(t1,m1,b1,t2,m2,b2) :-

memAccConflict([[[m1,c1],b1,t1],_],[[[m2,c2],b2,t2],_]),

hbNodeStrLessThanOrEqual([[m1,c1],b1,t1],[[m2,c2],b2,t2]).

Figure 6: High level rules for race in master CO pattern. The bug report (s,t) pair maps into

((t1,m1,b1),(t2,m2,b2)) from relation raceInMaster.

next method invocation. For inter-node message com-

munication, we continue the taint analysis by analyzing

RPC interface calls and permuting the possible destina-

tion RPC implementations.

Along with this inter-procedural, inter-node, taint

analysis, we also permute one RPC call error. Our anal-

ysis notes if there is any possible field value that retained

or overidden when a particular RPC method call caught

a network error. We do this taint analysis for each dif-

ferent RPC method, where we assume a single network

error for RPC call to that method.

Now, for the second insight, how do we define a value

as invalid? And how do we know if that invalid value

will trigger a system crash? This assertion can be differ-

ent between the systems and protocols being tested. For

some systems, it might be enough to verify whether the

value definition is obtained from the local node or remote

node [62]. For other systems or protocols, a more precise

assertion might be needed.

In our initial implementation, we create an assertion

to target the DataNode registration protocol in HDFS.

HDFS NameNode maintains several global data struc-

tures. One of them is DataNode mapping. A valid

DataNode registration object must be updated by Na-

meNode, added to this DataNode mapping, and then re-

turned to DataNode for further communication with Na-

meNode. If NameNode can not find a registration ob-

ject in this data structure, it will raise a remote exception

back to DataNode as a response to abort the DataNode.

We write Datalog rules to express this DataNode map,

its put method and get method. We extend our assertion

to verify that a registration object is invalid if it does not

reach the put method in NameNode but later on reach the

get method through the next RPC call.

COBE will report the invalid value definition, the loca-

tion where it is first defined, and the failed RPC method

that triggers this invalid value definition as one bug re-

port. Figure 7 shows the high-level rule for this pattern.

7 Evaluation

7.1 Methodology

7.1.1 Benchmarks

We evaluated COBE on five problems reported by users

in HBASE and HDFS system. HBASE is a distributed

NoSQL database, while HDFS is a distributed file sys-

tem. The description of these five bugs can be seen in



.decl lookupGlobalMapBeforeStore

(mErr:Cm,mput:Cm,mget:Cm,me:Cm,ve:Cv)

.output lookupGlobalMapBeforeStore

lookupGlobalMapBeforeStore(mErr,mput,mget,me,ve) :-

globalMapMethod(mput,"put"),

globalMapMethod(mget,"get"),

valPointToExternal([mput,vput],[me,ve]),

!valPointToExOnNetErr(mErr,[mput,vput],[me,ve]),

valPointToExOnNetErr(mErr,[mget,_],[me,ve]),

workerSideMtd(me).

.decl crashByMasterNetError

(mErr:Cm,failedPut:Cm,mGet:Cm,m:Cm,b:Cb,v:Cv,mP:Cm,vP:Cv)

.output crashByMasterNetError

crashByMasterNetError(mErr,failedPut,mGet,m,b,v,mP,vP) :-

valDefinedAt(m,b,v,[mP,vP]),

lookupGlobalMapBeforeStore(mErr,failedPut,mGet,m,v).

Figure 7: High level rules for transient network error CO pattern.

Table 4.

We obtained these bug benchmarks from our CO bug

study listed in Section 2.1. Since COBE starts with im-

plementations of race in master and transient network

error high-level rules, we took five representative bugs

from these two categories. Four of the bugs were taken

from race in master category, two of which have order vi-

olation (OV) root cause, while the other two have atom-

icity violation (AV) root cause. For the last bug, we took

an HDFS bug that falls into the transient network error

category.

7.1.2 Evaluation metric

We will evaluate COBE by the number of reported bugs

and its ability to find the true positive case that was re-

ported by the original issues. We will also review the

size of extracted program facts, time to run parsing and

query. Both parsing and query run time are obtained by

averaging measurement from 5 runs. For race in master

analysis, we will also discuss the correlation between the

reported bug and the resulting static HB graph.

7.1.3 Experiment settings

For all bug benchmarks, we configure COBE to focus

its analysis only at server level codes. For HBASE,

we focus the analysis on package o.a.h.hbase.master,

o.a.h.hbase.regionserver,

o.a.h.hbase.zookeeper, o.a.h.hbase.ipc, and

o.a.h.hbase.executor, while in HDFS, we fo-

cus our analysis on package o.a.h.hdfs.server

and o.a.h.hdfs.protocolPB (o.a.h stands for

org.apache.hadoop).

In each bug analysis, all main methods found in

the focused packages are added as entry points in the

program parsing phase. For HBASE bugs other than

hb16367, we also add all methods that implement RPC

interface between HMaster to RegionServer and HBASE

Client to HMaster (o.a.h.ipc.HRegionInterface and

o.a.h.ipc.HMasterInterface respectively), ZooKeeper

listener interface (o.a.h.ZooKeeperListener), and meth-

ods extending EventHandler abstract class

o.a.h.executor.EventHandler. For hb16367, since the

bug only involves concurrency between HMaster inter-

nal thread and does not involve inter-node messaging,

we do not add those communication endpoints as addi-

tional entry points. Instead, we add harness code from

Figure 4 as our additional entry point. For hb14536,

both harness code and additional inter-node messaging

entry points. Similarly, for HDFS system (hd8995),

we add RPC interface between DataNode to NameNode

(o.a.h.hdfs.server.protocol.DatanodeProtocol) as addi-

tional entry points.

Besides specifying the analysis scope and important

communication protocols, COBE also requires users to

specify which global states to focus on the analyses. For

example, HBASE global states are stored in ZooKeeper,

so we tag methods that do creation, deletion, or update

of the ZooKeeper node. COBE users currently need to

do this step manually by listing methods that represent

global state modification in a user-defined program facts

table. This step can be automated in the future as shown

by some recent work[50].

For hb4539, hb4729, and hb16367 we use the same

assertion to capture the race in master pattern as we ex-

plain in Section 6.3. However, for hb14536, since it is
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http://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HBASE-16367
http://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HBASE-14536


Bug ID Description CO Pattern Impact

hb4539 event handler race to delete ZK node Race in Master (OV) Master crash

hb4729 event handler race to create ZK node Race in Master (AV) Master crash

hb16367 read-write race in HMaster init Race in Master (OV) Master crash

hb14536 read-write race in META recovery Race in Master (AV) Master hang

hd8995 invalid ID reported to NameNode Transient network error Worker crash

Table 4: Benchmark bugs.

a hang bug, we report all (s,t) pairs without requiring

reachability to failure instructions.

We run our experiments on a single node machine.

The machine is installed with Ubuntu 18.04.2, OpenJDK

1.8.0 222, having AMD FX™-4130 Quad-Core CPU

and 8GB of RAM. We use Souffle 1.5.1 as our Datalog

engine for the query phase. Both the parsing phase and

query phase are run with the same machine.

7.2 Bug detection result

Table 5 shows the result of our experiment. In all

bug benchmarks, COBE was able to capture the true

positive case that was reported in the original issue.

Analysis for transient network error pattern in hd8995

can show that in method BPServiceActor.register(),

an invalid local variable definition was saved off to

field BPOfferService.bpRegistration when a network er-

ror should be occured in RPC call DatanodeProto-

col.registerDatanode().

Analysis for hb4539, hb4729, and hb14536 for race in

master pattern reveals more than one bug report (pairs of

(s,t)). For bugs other than what was reported in the orig-

inal issues, we have not yet been able to claim whether

all of them are false positive or some of them are indeed

a true positive that was unknown before.

Ideally, we should able to verify these bug reports by

observing the resulting static HB graph, because the HB

graph can show us the chain of events that need to hap-

pen to lead to the bug. However, the large size of our

resulting static HB graph hinders us from doing so. The

last two rows of Table 5 shows the number of (q,r) pairs

before reduced into bug candidate (r,s), and the size of

resulting static HB graph in terms of the number of nodes

and edges. A large number in these two measures com-

pared with the number of bug candidates indicate that

our static HB graph tends to repeat some of the HB sub-

graphs several times.

There are number of reasons why this repetition hap-

pens in our static HB graph. The first reason is be-

cause of our path-context addition to the HB graph. Our

main goal in adding this second context is to differenti-

ate happen-before relation to the same method but com-

ing from different call path origins. In the conventional

k-cfa sensitivity, only the last k call-site is saved for dis-

tinction comparison. But in our case, we don’t limit the

k yet. Our call-site context is able to achieve maximum

distinction, but with the cost of growing the HB graph

deep. The second reason is we have not added logic in

our HB graph building to verify whether a certain path is

reachable control-flow wise, considering the path taken

in the previous steps. This causes our HB graph to grow

wide, as it considers all path from one point of HB node

to be a valid-possible call path. Employing some path-

refutation algorithm [21] might help us reduce the width

of the HB graph.

In our current iteration, COBE’s static HB graph is

more observable and helpful when we exclude some

noise constructs from analyses. Figure 8 is a minimal

static graph to reveal hb4539 from a rerun of the same

analysis, but excluding event handler threads and RPC

protocols that do not directly involve with RegionServer

failover. The left subgraph is the chain of events when

the RegionServer signal region has opened, and the right

subgraph is the chain of event triggered by that Re-

gionServer terminating shortly after the signaling region

opened. The two yellow nodes with a bold red border are

the pair of conflicting memory access that can crash the

master node. If the bold node in the right subgraph hap-

pens before the left bold node, the HMaster will crash.

7.3 Performance result

Table 5 also shows COBE performance for parsing and

query time. In terms of parsing time, the speed of pars-

ing is highly dependent on the volume of the program

being parsed. For HBASE system, the parsing phase for

5 packages is quite fast, around 30 seconds. For HDFS,

the size of programs under our 2 package selection is

quite high. Therefore, the parsing time and the extracted

program facts relations are higher than HBASE.

In terms of query time, the performance is highly de-

pendent on how efficient we write the Datalog program

and whether we run it in interpreter or compiler mode.

Souffle support running queries in either interpreter or

compiler mode. In interpreter mode, Souffle translates

the Datalog program to a RAM program and executes

the RAM program on-the-fly. While in compiler mode,

Souffle will compile the Datalog program into C++. For

computationally intensive Datalog programs, the inter-

http://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HBASE-4539
http://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HBASE-4729
http://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HBASE-16367
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http://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HBASE-14536
http://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HBASE-4539


1, begin-pushed
AssignmentManager
nodeDataChanged:0

ctx1

2, create-thread
AssignmentManager
handleRegion:280

ctx1

inter-begin

3, end-pushed
AssignmentManager
nodeDataChanged:14

ctx1

Mpush-BeginEnd

inter-end

7, begin-thread
OpenedRegionHandler

process:0
ctx3

Tfork

4, begin-pushed
RegionServerTracker

nodeDeleted:0
ctx2

5, create-thread
ServerManager
expireServer:71

ctx2

inter-begin

6, end-pushed
RegionServerTracker

nodeDeleted:30
ctx2

Mpush-BeginEnd

inter-end

10, begin-thread
ServerShutdownHandler

process:0
ctx4

Tfork

8, update
ZKAssign

deleteOpenedNode:1
ctx3

<ZKAssign
deleteNode>

inter-begin

9, end-thread
OpenedRegionHandler

process:97
ctx3

T-BeginEnd

inter-end

19, begin-pushed
AssignmentManager

nodeDeleted:0
ctx5

Mpush

11, update
ZKAssign

deleteClosedNode:1
ctx4

<ZKAssign
deleteNode>

inter-begin

12, update
ZKAssign

deleteOfflineNode:1
ctx4<ZKAssign

deleteNode>

inter-begin

13, create-rpc
ServerManager

sendRegionOpen:13
ctx4

inter-begin

14, create-rpc
ServerManager

sendRegionOpen:15
ctx4

inter-begin

15, create-thread
ServerShutdownHandler

process:52
ctx4

intra-order

16, end-thread
ServerShutdownHandler

process:165
ctx4

T-BeginEnd

inter-end

21, begin-pushed
AssignmentManager

nodeDeleted:0
ctx6

Mpush

inter-end

23, begin-pushed
AssignmentManager

nodeDeleted:0
ctx7

Mpush

17, join-rpc
ServerManager

sendRegionOpen:13
ctx4

Mrpc-CreateJoin

25, begin-rpc
HRegionServer
openRegion:0

ctx8

Mrpc-CreateBegin

18, join-rpc
ServerManager

sendRegionOpen:15
ctx4

Mrpc-CreateJoin

27, begin-rpc
HRegionServer
openRegion:0

ctx9

Mrpc-CreateBegin

intra-order

inter-end

inter-end

20, end-pushed
AssignmentManager

nodeDeleted:32
ctx5

Mpush-BeginEnd

22, end-pushed
AssignmentManager

nodeDeleted:32
ctx6

Mpush-BeginEnd

24, end-pushed
AssignmentManager

nodeDeleted:32
ctx7

Mpush-BeginEnd

26, end-rpc
HRegionServer
openRegion:3

ctx8

Mrpc-BeginEnd

Mrpc-EndJoin

28, create-thread
HRegionServer
openRegion:46

ctx9

intra-order

29, end-rpc
HRegionServer
openRegion:48

ctx9

Mrpc-BeginEnd

intra-order

30, begin-thread
OpenRegionHandler

process:0
ctx10

Tfork

Mrpc-EndJoin

31, update
OpenRegionHandler
transitionToOpened:8

ctx10

<ZKAssign
transitionNodeOpened>

inter-begin

32, end-thread
OpenRegionHandler

process:97
ctx10

T-BeginEnd

inter-end

33, begin-pushed
AssignmentManager
nodeDataChanged:0

ctx11

Mpush

34, create-thread
AssignmentManager
handleRegion:280

ctx11

inter-begin

35, end-pushed
AssignmentManager
nodeDataChanged:14

ctx11

Mpush-BeginEnd

inter-end

36, begin-thread
OpenedRegionHandler

process:0
ctx12

Tfork

37, update
ZKAssign

deleteOpenedNode:1
ctx12

<ZKAssign
deleteNode>

inter-begin

38, end-thread
OpenedRegionHandler

process:97
ctx12

T-BeginEnd

inter-end

39, begin-pushed
AssignmentManager

nodeDeleted:0
ctx13

Mpush

40, end-pushed
AssignmentManager

nodeDeleted:32
ctx13

Mpush-BeginEnd

Figure 8: Minimal static HB graph to reveal hb4539. Both yellow and cyan node is a memory access to the same

location. The yellow nodes can reach failure instructions while the cyan node is not. The two yellow nodes with bold

red border is the true positive case reported by the original issue.
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hb4539 hb4729 hb16367 hb14536 hd8995

Bugs reported 15 7 1 12 1

True positive case found Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Program facts size (MB) 106 99 67 67 313

Parsing time (s) 24.4 25.8 30.2 36 41.4

Query time (s) 18.9 24.4 10.6 68.1 148.8*

#(q,r) pairs 3818 90 3 2520 -

HB graph size (nodes/edges) 894/1181 367/438 57/75 652/1280 -

Table 5: Evaluation result. The table show result statistics for each bug benchmark. The number of bugs reported

does not distinguish between the true positive and false positive cases. However, all true positive cases reported by the

original issues were successfully found by COBE. For hd8995 query time, the Datalog program was run in compiled

mode, while the others was run in interpreter mode.

pretation is slower than the compilation into C++. How-

ever, the interpreter has no costs for compiling a RAM

program to C++ and invoking the C++ compiler, which

is expensive for large Datalog programs.

For race in master analysis, we are getting relatively

fast query performance partly due to the static HB graph

abstraction that reduces numbers of program facts that

we need to be correlated. On the opposite, for transient

network error analysis, our queries are not optimal. We

are doing taint analysis for all field members, travers-

ing all basic blocks in every method along the entire call

graph. Running transient network error analysis in Souf-

fle interactive mode does not finish after more than 30

minutes. The larger amount of program facts to ana-

lyze also makes the speed worse. Therefore we switch

to compiler mode for hd8995 and gain a much faster per-

formance compared to interactive mode. On the contrary,

we are not able to run transient network error analysis in

compiled mode due to compilation error by Souffle in

our experiment environment.

In terms of extracted program facts, we get tens to

hundreds of MB of data. The large size of data most

likely happen due to duplicate strings. For example, Cm

domains are encoded as a full method reference string.

For relation that contain an attribute with domain Cm,

many of these method reference strings will be repeated.

One technique that we do to reduce these repeated strings

by making a dictionary relation dictCm that maps in-

teger id with a unique method reference, as shown in

Table 3. Other relation having lots of rows such as

bbEbbTupleInt and dominateInt may refer to method

reference through their id. However, we let other rela-

tions to keep the Cm domain attributes for ease of de-

bugging.

8 Discussions

Scalable program analysis (e.g., [70, 69, 41, 42]) has

been an important area of research in the past few years.

The size and complexity of software applications con-

tinues to grow and computer resources often become a

bottleneck when analyzing large applications such as dis-

tributed systems.

The goal behind scalable program analysis is to enable

software developers to run program analysis in commod-

ity hardware by making program analysis more efficient

in terms of runtime and/or memory usage. If a program

analysis does not require large amounts of memory and

time to run, then developers are more likely to be able

to run these analyses in their work machines, including

small laptops. Such analysis scalability would also al-

low developers to run analyses more often, which would

be highly beneficial for bug finding given the fast-paced

changing nature of software.

As with past work, the use of a database-backed pro-

gram analysis in COBE allows to reduce memory re-

quirements. Furthermore, COBE’s compositional archi-

tecture enables the reuse of program facts and analyses

when searching for different bug patterns. We believe

this will be a key to achieve scalability when expanding

our approach to support all the patterns described in Sec-

tion 2. In the future, it will be interesting to explore in-

cremental analysis for COBE so that an application does

not have to be analyzed from scratch in the presence of

small code changes.

9 Related Work

We now discuss some works related to COBE. We con-

trast them between specific analysis framework (dy-

namic and static), specific Datalog framework, and gen-

eral Datalog framework. We also contrast their target

system between distributed systems and other specific

systems. Table 6 show this comparison between COBE

and other related works.

Specific Framework: FindBugs[36] is one of the

popular static analysis tools to capture bugs in Java. It

has hundreds of checks to capture many bug patterns

including multithreaded correctness but mostly limited

for intraprocedural, single-machine applications. Both

http://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HBASE-4539
http://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HBASE-4729
http://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/HBASE-16367
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Specific Framework Specific Datalog General Datalog

Specific System Sierra[38], RacerD[22],

FindBugs[36]

NDlog[47], PQL[53] EC-Diff[64],

Chord[47]

Distributed System DCatch[45], FCatch[46] Bloom[19],

Dedalus[20]

COBE

Table 6: Related Work (COBE). The table categorizes works that relate to failure analysis, race analysis, and

Datalog in the space of program analysis grouped by either targeting specific system or distributed system.

RacerD[22] and Sierra[38] are static analysis frame-

work targeting race bugs in the Android system. Sierra

uses a static HB graph, similar to what COBE use

for race in master analysis. While Sierra’s static HB

graph model is based on Android message passing and

event handling, COBE model its static HB graph based

on inter-node communication such as RPC. RacerD is

based on Infer[25], thus inherits Infer’s compositional

analysis. RacerD compositional granularity is proce-

dure summaries, while COBE composition is program

facts and Datalog rules. DCatch[45] and FCatch[46]

are both dynamic analysis framework for distributed

systems. DCatch targets distributed concurrency bugs,

while FCatch target time of fault (TOF) bugs. Both

DCatch and FCatch works by instrumenting the target

system to produce traces and analyze that trace to find

bugs. COBE uses some ideas from DCatch to build static

HB graph, but does not relies on real execution traces.

Specific Datalog: Datalog has been adopted as the

foundation for applied, domain-specific languages in a

wide variety of areas. Network Datalog (NDlog)[47]

is a language for declarative network specifications. It

enables declarative specification and deployment of dis-

tributed protocols and algorithms via distributed recur-

sive queries over network graphs. PQL[53] is a query

language that translates into Datalog, aimed to capture

errors and security flaws such as SQL injection vulner-

abilities. Dedalus[20] is a declarative language that en-

ables a specification of rich distributed system concepts.

Dedalus reduces to a subset of Datalog with negation, ag-

gregate functions, successor and choice, and adds an ex-

plicit notion of logical time to the language. Bloom[19]

is a declarative language to build a program that can

runs naturally on distributed machines. Bloom programs

are bundles of declarative statements about collections of

facts, similar to Datalog.

General Datalog: EC-Diff[64] is a static analysis for

computing synchronization differences of two programs.

It use Datalog to compute differentiating data-flow edges

in large multithreaded C programs. Chord[56] is a static

race detection analysis tool for multithread Java pro-

grams. Chord detects race in four stages where all four

of them are expressed in Datalog language based on

bddbddb[71]. Unlike COBE, both EC-Diff and Chord

are targeting single-machine applications.

10 Conclusion

We revealed a new class of outage-causing bugs in dis-

tributed systems that we refer to as cascading outage

(CO) bugs. Specifically, CO bugs are bugs that can cause

simultaneous or cascades of failures to each of the indi-

vidual nodes in the system, which eventually leads to a

major outage. We do CO bugs study by collecting CO

bugs reported in publicly accessible issue repositories of

open-source distributed systems and group them by their

CO pattern. We presented COBE, static program anal-

ysis framework to detect CO bugs pattern in distributed

systems. We have implemented COBE prototype to de-

tect race in master and transient network error CO pat-

tern.
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